Abstract. In a previous paper ("Part 1") it was shown that a combination of temperature-dependent viscosity and visco-plastic yielding is sufficient to give rudimentary plate tectonic-like behavior in three-dimensional models of mantle convection. Here, the calculations are extended to include two complexities which have been suggested as important in localizing deformation at plate boundaries: strain weakening and the presence of a low-viscosity asthenosphere. Introducing an asthenosphere by reducing the viscosity by a factor of 10 where material reaches a solidus (i) dramatically improves plate quality, even if the asthenosphere is restricted to regions around spreading centers, (ii) gives good, smoothly-evolving plate-like behavior over a wide range of yield stress values spanning an order of magnitude, and (iii) gives bimodal stable solutions over a range of yield stresses-either immobile-lid or plate behavior may be obtained depending on initial condition. By contrast, introducing an asthenosphere by using depth-dependent viscosity has a much smaller effect on system behavior. Increasing strain weakening (i) improves localization at spreading centers but leads to an increasingly complex network of spreading centers fragmenting the plates, (ii) weakens convergent zones and can make downwellings highly episodic, (iii) does not lead to pure transform boundaries in these calculations. Time-dependent 'damage' evolution and instantaneous strain-rate weakening give very similar results. All cases that display plate-like behavior have very long-wavelength mantle heterogeneity consistent with Earth's.
INTRODUCTION
The question of how plate tectonics arises from mantle convection is a long-standing puzzle, because mantle convection models or analog laboratory experiments with simple viscous, temperature-dependent rheologies do not develop plate tectonics, but rather a global stagnant rigid lid (e.g., [Christensen, 1984b; Ogawa et al., 1991; Solomatov, 1995; Trompert and Hansen, 1996] ). Thus, the general approach to incorporating plates in mantle convection models has been to insert plates (where included at all) by hand (e.g., Davies, 1989; King and Hager, 1994; Zhong and Gurnis, 1995] ). It is however of fundamental importance to understand the formation of plate boundaries, and to incorporate the relevant material properties into numerical models so that plates arise selfconsistently from the constitutive equations, rather than being imposed by the modeler (for reviews see [Bercovici et al., 1999; Tackley, 2000a] ). In this section, findings from previous studies are briefly reviewed, the motivation behind and features of the present model are presented, and finally, salient aspects of lithospheric deformation are discussed.
Previous studies
Vertical two-dimensional (2-D) simulations have for some time indicated the importance of non-Newtonian rheologies in producing lithospheric weakening above upwellings and downwellings (i.e., where concentrations of stress exist) [Christensen, 1984a; Cserepes, 1982; Kopitzke, 1979] , resulting in a rudimentary approximation of plates [Weinstein, 1996; Weinstein and Olson, 1992] . The most realistic of such models are those of [Moresi and Solomatov, 1998 ], which feature strongly temperature-dependent viscosity and non-Newtonian weakening using a depth-dependent yield stress intended to mimic distributed brittle deformation. Their study delineated the dependence of convective regime on yield stress, finding plate-like behavior at low yield stress values, intermittent lid mobility at intermediate values, and a rigid lid at high values.
Three-dimensional geometry (3-D) is fundamentally more complex than 2-D, because in addition to convergent and divergent plate boundaries with their associated poloidal motion, Earth also exhibits transform (strike-slip) boundaries, which are associated with toroidal motion [Hager and O'Connell, 1978; LithgowBertelloni et al., 1993; Olson and Bercovici, 1991] . There are no concentrated local buoyancy forces available to drive and localize deformation at transform boundaries, so the issue of how they form has been the focus of several studies of a two-dimensional sheet representing the lithosphere, with prescribed sources of convergence and divergence [Bercovici, 1993; Bercovici, 1995] . Power-law rheology was found insufficient to generate narrow transform margins, even with very large value of n (the power-law index), whereas "selflubricating" rheology, in which stress decreases with strain rate beyond a critical value, produced very sharp transform margins. Two mechanisms leading to selflubricating rheology are the feedback between viscous dissipation and temperature-dependent viscosity [Bercovici, 1996] , or a combination of void production during deformation and ingestion of volatiles [Bercovici, 1998] .
Only a few studies have addressed plate generation in 3-D geometry. The first two of these, which considered the instantaneous flow and lithospheric viscosity structure arising in a 2-D high-viscosity non-Newtonian lithospheric sheet over a 3-D constant-viscosity mantle, seemed to reinforce the findings of [Bercovici, 1998 ]-good plates did not form with power-law [Weinstein, 1998] or ductile yield stress [Tackley, 1998 ] rheologies, but they did form with a strain-rate weakening (SRW) rheology [Tackley, 1998] similar to the 'self-lubricating' rheology considered by [Bercovici, 1993] . These results strongly suggested that SRW, or the time-dependent equivalent of strain weakening and time healing (SWTH) is necessary for the formation of tectonic plates, particularly transform boundaries. Further reinforcement of this notion came with the first calculation to combine temperature-dependent viscosity with visco-plastic yielding in a time-dependent 3-D calculation [Trompert and Hansen, 1998 ]-the case exhibited mainly rigid-lid convection, with occasional though tantalizing bursts of localized plate-like behavior associated with part of the rigid lid collapsing into the interior.
The first self-consistent, time-dependent, 3-D models in which plates exist and evolve continuously in space and time were presented by [Tackley, 2000b] (hereafter referred to as Paper 1). Somewhat surprisingly (because it seems to contradict the findings from previous work discussed above), this behavior was obtained using a simple yield stress, with no strain weakening being necessary. Three different types of yield strength envelope were considered: constant with depth ('ductile'), proportional to depth ('brittle'), and a combination of the two. All three descriptions gave qualitatively similar trends with increasing yield strength: distributed flow divergence at low strength, improving plate-like character as yield strength is increased up to some optimum value, then erratic, episodic lid mobility, finally forming a permanent rigid lid at high strength values.
This study
While the results in Paper 1 are very encouraging, the plates that were obtained are far from Earth-like. Most notably: (i) Even in the 'best' models, there was still substantial distributed surface deformation, with 'Plateness' values (defined later) of no more than ~0.7; (ii) Smoothly-evolving plate-like behavior was found only in a narrow range of yield strength (iii) Localized convergent plate boundaries (above downwellings) seemed to form more easily than localized divergent spreading centers, (iv) no pure transform boundaries were observed, and (v) downwellings were generally double-sided. Thus, in thus study, additional physical complexities that have been proposed as important in the generation of localized deformation at plate boundaries are investigated.
Firstly, it has been noted that a weak asthenosphere may help promote localization of deformation (particularly at strike-slip boundaries) by decoupling the plates from the underlying mantle [Zhong and Gurnis, 1996; Zhong et al., 1998 ]. Two methods of producing an asthenosphere are tried in the present paper: (i) a depthdependence of viscosity by factor 10 superimposed everywhere, and (ii) a 'melting viscosity reduction' (MVR) criterion, such that in regions where the temperature reaches a solidus (a simple linear function of depth), the viscosity is reduced by a factor of 10.
Secondly, previous plate generation studies seem to indicate that 'self-lubricating' rheologies are necessary for producing focused transform plate boundaries [Bercovici, 1993; Bercovici, 1995; Bercovici, 1996; Tackley, 1998 ], which have generally been considered necessary for obtaining plate-like behavior in 3-D. Thus, the influence of such behavior is tested here-both in the form of 'instantaneous' strain-rate weakening [Tackley, 1998] , and in the form of strain weakening and timedependent healing, with weakening tracked by a 'damage' field [Tackley, 2000a] .
Lithospheric Rheology
The emerging picture of lithospheric deformation (see [Kohlstedt et al., 1995] for a review) consists of brittle failure in upper 10-20 km, with ductile or semi-brittle shear zones in the middle lithosphere, and ductile powerlaw flow in the lower lithosphere and upper mantle. Lithospheric strength is roughly proportional to depth in the brittle zone [Byerlee, 1968] , but only weakly depthdependent in the mid-lithosphere, although the details are not known. The strongest part of the lithosphere is the mid-lithosphere which may be treated as ductilydeforming; thus, ductile process determine plate strength and may be dominant in the formation of plate boundaries.
The basic strength of pristine rock discussed above may be further decreased by weakening caused by deformation (i.e., strain weakening), which is thought to play an important role in the formation of weak, localized shear zones. Observations of microstructures from exhumed upper mantle and crustal ductile shear zones [Drury et al., 1991; Jin et al., 1998; Pili et al., 1997; Sorensen, 1983; Vissers et al., 1995] indicate that such shear zones are often characterized by very small grains, hydration, and elevated temperatures. Thus, the possible mechanisms for their formation are thought to be grain-size reduction, volatile ingestion, and viscous heating, and various analyses have been performed to investigate how localized shear zones may form through one or more of these mechanisms [Bercovici, 1998; Braun et al., 1999; Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1980; Kameyama et al., 1997; Regenauer-Lieb, 1999; Schubert and Yuen, 1988; Yuen et al., 1978] . Although viscous deformation is dominant at long timescales, shorttimescale elastic processes may be important in forming lithosphere-scale shear zones that subsequently persist over long timescales (e.g., [Regenauerlieb and Yuen, 1998] ).
MODEL
The model is identical to that in Paper 1 [Tackley, 2000b] , with the addition of two rheological complexities. There follows a brief summary of the model, followed by a detailed discussion of the rheology.
The usual nondimensional Boussinesq equations expressing conservation of mass, momentum and continuity are assumed. Heating is entirely from within, with the core-mantle boundary set to be insulating (zero heat flux). The temperature-based Rayleigh number Ra (based on the viscosity at temperature T=1) is set to 10 5 and the internal rate H is set to 10. With this choice, internal temperatures are approximately 1, thus maintaining a meaningful temperature scale (i.e., T=1 can be thought of as the mantle potential temperature of around 1600 K) and facilitating direct comparison with similar basally-heated cases (not presented here) without having to rescale all the parameters to a different nondimensionalization, as would be the case if a temperature scale based on internal heating rate were chosen (e.g., [Parmentier et al., 1994] ). The internal heating based Rayleigh number Ra H is thus 10 6 . A periodic Cartesian domain of aspect ratio 8 is assumed, except for one case which has an aspect ratio of 16. Upper and lower boundaries are free-slip, with the top boundary isothermal (T=0) and the lower boundary zero heat flux.
Rheology
The key parameter in this study is 'effective' viscosity, which can be a function of temperature, depth, strain rate, and strain history. The rheological model for combining these complexities is a superset of that in Paper 1, in turn based on that suggested in [Tackley, 2000a] .
An Arrhenius-type temperature-dependent viscosity law is used:
giving a variation of factor 10 5 between nondimensional temperatures of 0 and 1. The viscosity is equal to 1.0 at T=1, the 'typical' internal temperature.
Asthenosphere. In some cases, a low-viscosity 'asthenosphere' is added. In order to facilitate direct comparison with purely temperature-dependent-viscosity cases, this is implemented by multiplying the temperature-dependent viscosity by some factor, rather than including an activation volume in the viscosity law, which would modify the temperature-dependence. Low viscosity in the shallow mantle is introduced either by superimposing an exponential depth-dependent viscosity everywhere:
which gives a systematic factor of 10 increase with depth, or by using a simple "melting viscosity reduction" criterion, in which the viscosity is decreased by a factor of 10 in regions where the temperature exceeds a depthdependent solidus:
In the above equations, z is the vertical coordinate which varies from 0 at the CMB to 1 at the surface. The surface solidus temperature T sol0 is varied to give 'asthenospheres' ranging from low-viscosity regions localized underneath spreading centers, to a global low viscosity upper mantle-like layer (except inside cold downwellings). This approximation, while crude, has the advantage of not affecting lithospheric viscosities so that any change in behavior is certainly due to the 'asthenosphere'. Yield stress. A two-component yield stress is assumed, with a depth-dependent component to represent brittle processes, and a constant component to represent ductile, semi-brittle processes:
where σ y is the constant ('ductile') yield stress, and σ' y is the gradient of ('brittle') yield stress with depth. The yielding is implemented by means of an effective viscosity, defined as:
where ˙ is the 2 nd invariant of the strain rate tensor:
Strain weakening. Rather than focus on a particular weakening mechanism, strain weakening is here parameterized in terms of a generic damage parameter D which reduces the viscosity linearly,
cannot exceed 1.0, and evolves according to the equation:
where A is the production coefficient and H(T) is a temperature-dependent healing rate. The above production term is appealing because it is proportional to work being done [Bercovici, 1993; Bercovici, 1998 ]. The temperature-dependent healing rate allows long-term memory of deformation at cold lithospheric temperatures, but almost instantaneous healing at mantle temperatures. Possible limiting cases for healing rate are constant, or the inverse of diffusion creep viscosity [Tackley, 2000a] ; here it is assumed to have the average of these (half the inverse temperature-dependence of viscosity):
The terms A and H have direct physical interpretations. H is 1/ where is a characteristic timescale for healing. Although this is not a well known quantity, studies of metamorphic rocks and laboratory experiments on grain growth, etc., give an idea of how quickly the microstructure of silicates evolves. A can be related to the minimum strain necessary for substantial weakening to occur:
For example, for grain-size reduction induced weakening, this may be of order unity [Govers and Wortel, 1995] . Some of the presented calculation use the above description of strain weakening and time healing (SWTH). However, it is also useful to test the difference between this and the previously-used instantaneous "strain-rate weakening" (SRW) rheologies [Bercovici, 1993; Bercovici, 1995; Tackley, 1998; Tackley, 2000a] . The equivalent SRW rheology is derived by assuming steady-state conditions:
where u is the 'undamaged' viscosity (which may already be an effective viscosity due to pseudo-plastic yielding), and
is the maximum possible stress, which at the reference viscosity (at T=1), is simply √(B/2A). This steady-state approximation is valid if the timescale for lithospheric strength evolution is smaller than the timescale over which thermal convection evolves, or the buoyancy forces do not evolve at all, as was assumed in previous works. Using SWTH rather than 'instantaneous' strain-rate weakening (SRW) also has the advantage of giving a unique viscosity at each point and time, since in principle SRW gives two possible strain rate and viscosity values for each stress value, although this does not seem to have presented any problems in practice [Tackley, 1998 ].
The final step in calculating the viscosity field is to truncate viscosities to be between 10 4 and 0.1, in order to avoid numerical difficulties.
Numerical Method
Solutions are obtained using the finite-volume, primitive-variable multigrid code STAG3D, which is described elsewhere [Tackley, 1993; Tackley, 1994; Tackley, 1996a] . Enhancements made to deal with large viscosity variations and nonlinear rheology are discussed in Paper 1. A resolution of 128x128x32 cells was used for most cases. Resolution tests, in which calculations are performed on grids ranging from much coarser to twice as fine in each direction, are presented in the Appendix.
Diagnostics of plate-like behavior
As in Paper 1, three quantitative diagnostics of platelike behavior are used: 'plateness' (the degree to which surface deformation is localized), 'mobility' (the extent to which the lithosphere is able to move), and toroidal:poloidal ratio. Their definitions are repeated here for completeness.
Plateness P is defined as:
where f 80 is the fraction of the surface area in which the highest 80% of the integrated deformation occurs, deformation meaning the square root of the second invariant of two-dimensional strain rate:
The factor of 0.6 makes P≈0 for constant-viscosity, internally-heated convection at Ra H =10 6 . Mobility is defined as the ratio of rms. surface velocity to rms. velocity averaged over the entire 3-D domain:
For constant-viscosity, internally-heated convection, M≈1. For the internally-heated, plate-like cases discussed in Paper 1, M is in the range 1.2-1.3. For rigid-lid cases, M is very small.
The toroidal:poloidal ratio is simply:
where v tor is the toroidal velocity and v pol is the poloidal velocity, and the mean is taken over a horizontal surface. Calculation of this ratio from the raw velocity field is not straightforward since the velocity field must first be decomposed into toroidal and poloidal components: the method for doing this was described in Paper 1.
RESULTS

Cases, Parameters and Scalings
Yield Stress Profile. As discussed earlier, the most realistic form of lithospheric strength profile is thought to be proportional to depth near the surface ("brittle" deformation) and approximately constant at greater depth ('ductile' deformation). It was found in Paper 1 that such a composite yield stress profile gives similar results to a yield stress which is constant with depth. Thus, this paper focuses mainly on the simplest case of a yield stress which is constant with depth, although some composite-yield stress results are presented for comparison. These composite yield stress cases have a yield stress gradient σ y '=20σ y , meaning that the upper 1/20 th of the box (nominally 1/2 the upper boundarylayer thickness) experiences the depth-proportional 'brittle' yield stress, with the rest of the box experiencing the constant 'ductile' yield stress.
Strain weakening. Cases with evolving damage (i.e., strain weakening and time healing or SWTH) are compared to cases with equivalent instantaneous strainrate weakening. With evolving damage, A=0.0025 (equation 8) and B (equation 9) is set to three different values to giving σ max (equation 12) of 2.8x10 3 , 5.7x10 3 , and 1.4x10 4 at T=1. Strain-rate weakening is specified using the same σ max values (equation 11).
Dimensional Scaling. This study is performed using nondimensional parameters and variables, and is at a somewhat lower convective vigor than Earth's mantle. Table 1 (reproduced from Paper 1) gives a reasonable set of dimensional parameters and scalings. As discussed in Paper 1, (i) Assumed physical parameter values are realistic except for reference viscosity which is at least 2 orders of magnitude too high; (ii) The modeled heat flux is a factor of ~5 lower than Earth's; (iii) Yield stress values in this study scale to 10s-100s of MPa. (iv) A nondimensional velocity of 100 scales to ~2.5 cm/yr. (v) Simulations were run for nondimensional times of between ~0.2 and ~0.8, corresponding to scaled times of 2 to 8 billion years.
Melting Viscosity Reduction (MVR)
Two series of cases are presented: one in which T sol0 (equation 3) is changed while keeping the yield stress constant, and one in which the yield stress is changed while keeping T sol0 constant.
Growing asthenosphere. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of decreasing T sol0 , thereby increasing the volume of the low-viscosity 'asthenosphere'. The viscosity fields span 5 orders of magnitude, and plate-like behavior, where present, is indicated by strong (orange to red) plates surrounded by narrow weak (blue to purple) zones. Temperature isosurfaces showing cold downwellings are included both to ease interpretation of features in the viscosity plot, and to give an indication of the lengthscale of mantle heterogeneity.
With no MVR (Figure 1a .-b., case from Paper 1), 'erratic' plates are obtained, i.e., plate boundaries do not form a complete interconnected network and the system is quite time-dependent. A dramatic change is affected even with a fairly high T sol0 =0.8 (Figure 1c .-f.), which produces low-viscosity regions restricted to the proximity of spreading centers (visible as 'purple' regions in the viscosity plots). This 'lubrication' of spreading centers greatly improves their localization, increases the effective viscosity of plates (they are mostly orange rather than being green-orange) and results in a globally-complete network of plate boundaries which evolves smoothly in time. Towards the end of the simulation (Figure 1e .-f.) the system is tending towards an almost two-dimensional roll-like state. Offsets in passive spreading centers are visible, although they are not perpendicular to the spreading direction as in Earth. A decrease in T sol0 to 0.6 (Figure 1g .-j.) results in an 'asthenosphere' which is present under more than 50% of the lithosphere, but does not seem to produce a significant further increase in plate quality-if anything, spreading centers now seem wider. Again, the system tends to a 2-dimensional state towards the end. With T sol0 =0.4 (Figure 1k .-l.) the asthenosphere is pervasive but plate quality is not significantly improved. Some ridge offsets are visible. The temperature fields for all these cases (right column) indicate that mantle heterogeneity is of long wavelength for all cases, even the one with no asthenosphere .
Varying yield strength. Figure 2 shows cases with depth-constant yield stress (σ y ) increasing from 1.4x10 4 -1.4x10 4 , the nature of the long-term solution (plate-like vs. immobile) depends on the initial condition, i.e., a bimodality is observed. The σ y =9.9x10 3 case illustrates this . Two initial conditions were tried: (i) the 'standard' one which tends to lead to an early immobile lid phase, and (ii) the final frame of the σ y =8.5x10 3 case (Figure 2g .-h.). For σ y ≥9.9x10 3 the system cannot break out of the immobile lid mode, once this mode is obtained. This may be due to the thick, global asthenosphere that forms beneath the lithosphere due to high interior temperatures. However, if the system is started from a stable plate solution, it remains in this solution, changing very little over the course of the simulation. At the highest σ y of 2.0x10 4 an immobile lid is obtained regardless of the initial condition. As with the cases reported in Paper 1, the immobile lid mode obtained here is not a perfect rigid lid but is associated with very slow deformation and often long-wavelength structure below the lid. However, lid deformation is much slower than in the "sluggish lid" mode [Ratcliff et al., 1997; Tackley, 1993] .
Surface deformation. Surface deformation for several of these cases is illustrated in Figure 3a .-e. Parts a.-c. show the effect of increasing yield stress value over 1 order of magnitude on the quality of spreading centers: there is a trend to better localization and a smaller number of plates (although the downwellings do not change so much). However it is notable that even in the lowest yield stress case the surface deformation is still quite plate-like, unlike the equivalent case with no MVR (Paper 1). Differing T sol0 does not make a dramatic difference to the nature of surface deformation, with T sol0 =0.8 (Figure 3d .) giving plate behavior almost as good as that observed with T sol0 =0.4 (Figure 3e .) despite the huge difference in volume and coverage of asthenosphere.
Time-dependence. The time-dependence both of convective quantities (rms. velocity, surface heat flux and mean temperature), and plate diagnostics Plateness, Mobility and Toroidal:Poloidal ratio, are shown in Figure 4 . With no melting (a.-b.), the system is very time-dependent, with large swings visible in the diagnostics. Inclusion of MVR (c.-d.) greatly stabilizes the system and leads to very good Plateness exceeding 0.9. Interestingly, R TP fluctuates within a similar range for these two cases.
Figure 4e.-h. explores the bimodal solutions at σ y =1.4x10 4 . As can be seen from the convective diagnostics, the system has reached statistically steadystate by time=0.15, and there is no secular trend which would suggest a change in pattern if the cases were run for longer. Immobile lid behavior (Figure 4e .-f.) is indicated by higher convective velocities and mean temperature, and by surface mobility close to zero. Platelike behavior is indicated by high values of surface mobility and Plateness. At higher σ y =2.0x10 4 , immobile lid behavior is obtained even when starting from the plate solution.
The rms. surface velocities obtained in the plate-like regime are ~130, scaling to a dimensional value (Table  1 ) of 0.13 cm/yr., which, when scaled to Earth's convective regime is estimated to be 3.2 cm/yr., a realistic value.
Scaling of diagnostics. The scaling of time-averaged diagnostics with yield stress and T sol0 are plotted in The scaling of plate diagnostics with σ y (Figure 5a .) follows the same basic trend as the scaling observed with no asthenosphere (Paper 1, here plotted as dotted lines for reference), but with several first-order differences: (i) Much 'better' plate character as indicated most clearly by Plateness which reaches values of ~0.9 compared tõ 0.7 previously. Mobility is slightly higher but the peak value of R TP is comparable with and without MVR. (ii) Good plate character extending over a much wider range of yield stresses than without MVR. (iii) A much more abrupt transition from plate-like behavior to immobilelid behavior as yield stress is increased. Without MVR, the erratic, time-dependent regime exists over a range of yield stress between smoothly-evolving plates and a rigid lid. (iv) The bimodal solutions discussed earlier. The scaling of plate diagnostics with T sol0 (Figure 5b .) confirms visual impressions discussed earlier: a dramatic improvement from no MVR (nominally T sol0 =1) to an asthenosphere localized to the proximity of spreading centers (T sol0 =0.8), but little further improvement with additional asthenospheric volume (i.e., lower T sol0 ).
The scaling of time-variability with yield stress (Figure 6a .) is quite different from that obtained with no MVR (dotted lines), in two key respects. (i) Timevariability is almost constant with yield stress, rather than increasing then decreasing. (ii) Variations in heat flux and rms. velocity are much lower (0.5-1 orders of magnitude), in the yield stress range that gives optimum plate-like behavior (i.e., around 10 4 ). The scaling of time-variability with T sol0 (Figure 6b .) confirms earlier impressions: a dramatic decrease for a small amount of asthenosphere, but little additional decrease with additional asthenospheric volume.
Depth-Dependent Viscosity
Cases with viscosity increasing exponentially with depth by a factor of 10 (equation 2) are illustrated in Figure 7 . The trend with σ y appears similar to that observed with no depth-dependent viscosity (Paper 1): good convergent boundaries but diffuse spreading centers at low yield stress (Figure 7a.-b. ), and plate 'quality' improving as σ y is increased up to some optimum value (Figure 7g .-h.), above which erratic and episodic lid mobility occurs (Figure 7i.-l.) . The optimum σ y appears to be 1.3x10 4 in this series, scaling to about 156 MPa. Episodic behavior is observed even at the highest σ y value considered here (2.8x10 4 ). The time-dependence of these cases is illustrated in Figure 8 . At low yield stress (Figure 8a.-b. ) the system is very steady but Plateness and R TP are low. As yield stress is increased (Figure 8c.-d.) , time-dependence increases, until at σ y =1.3x10 4 , the system switches between episodes of low and high surface mobility (green line), although it seems to settle down in the second half of the run. At higher σ y , extreme episodicity associated with the intermittent lid dynamics is observed.
The scaling of time-averaged plate diagnostics ( Figure  5c .) is similar to that observed with no depth-dependent viscosity (Paper 1, dotted lines) except with the regimes shifted to higher yield stress values. In addition there is some improvement in plate quality, with Plateness peaking at a slightly higher value and good plate-like behavior observed over a slightly wider range of σ y . In general, the improvement in plate quality is much less dramatic than the improvement obtained with MVR (Figure 5a.) . The scaling of time-dependence with σ y (Figure 6c. ) is again similar to the reference cases.
It is thus clear that a gradual increase of viscosity with depth occurring everywhere is far less effective in improving plate quality than a decrease in viscosity localized to regions near spreading centers. Of course a larger, more realistic increase in viscosity with depth may give additional improvements but the intention here is to compare the two effects with the same amount of viscosity change (i.e., a factor of 10). This finding supports the notion that convergent plate boundaries above downwellings form more easily than passive spreading centers, thus, additional 'lubrication' of spreading centers is highly effective in improving platelike behavior.
Strain-Weakening
Two sets of calculations with strain weakening are presented: one with a constant yield stress of 8.5x10
3 , and one with a composite yield stress of 1.4x10 4 (the 'optimum' value found in Paper 1). For each set, timedependent strain-weakening and time-healing (SWTH) using evolving damage is compared with instantaneous strain-rate weakening (SRW) for equivalent parameters.
Viscosity fields for the constant σ y and composite σ y sets are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10 respectively, with SWTH calculations in the left columns and SRW calculations in the right columns. Reference cases with no weakening are shown in Figure 1 (constant σ y ) and Figure 10h (composite σ y ). In both sets, the same trends are visible: increased weakening (going down the page) results in weaker, better localized spreading centers, stronger plates, and weaker, but more time-dependent downwellings. The spreading centers, in addition to becoming weaker, also start to form more complex, small-scale arrangements; notably in parts (e.-f.) of both figures. This complexity initially resembles cracks in a pane of glass radiating from a stone impact, although with additional weakening still more complex arrangements form. It should be noted that although these cases appear to have many small plates, the spacing of downwellings, and hence the wavelength of mantle heterogeneity, is still at the longest scale that can be fit in the box.
The zones of weakness surrounding downwellings become broader as the amount of weakening is increased, a trend which is accompanied by increased time-dependence, as shown shortly. Although downwellings are still generally double-sided, the cases with intermediate SRW show an increased propensity towards single sided downwellings. This is particularly notable in the case shown in Figure 10d , in which asymmetric downwellings exist for most of the simulation.
Evolving damage (SWTH) and instantaneous SRW produce very similar results, with two main differences: (i) additional fragmentation of spreading regions is observed with SRW, (ii) downwellings are more episodic with SRW and can undergo local 'avalanches'-for example in Figure 9f . a region in the front center of the figure is collapsing into the mantle and a weakened region extends all the way to the CMB. Of course, the absolute values of A and B (equations 8 and 9) will affect SWTH, here described mostly in terms of σ max , (equation 12) which depends only on the ratio of A/B. SRW corresponds to SWTH with A and B tending to infinity while maintaining the same ratio. Other calculations (not presented here) show that as A and B are decreased while maintaining the same ratio, overall 'damage' levels decrease, because damage requires larger strains to accumulate. This can explain the difference between the SRW and SWTH cases presented here.
The surface velocity and deformation for the high-SWTH case illustrated in Figure 9e . is shown in Figure  3f . The dominant features are two vigorous regional downwelling 'events' in which part of the lid is collapsing into the interior. Otherwise, the deformation looks quite plate-like.
Where do high levels of damage occur? Damage isosurfaces for the composite-yield stress case with intermediate damage levels (Figure 10b .) are shown in Figure 10g . Some damage (blue, D=0.1, corresponding to 10% weakening) is observed in most regions of the lithosphere, and may be advected deep into the mantle in some areas. Spreading centers experience moderate weakening (green, D=0.5, 50% weakening) but the highest damage levels (red, D=0.9, 90% weakening) occur around downwellings, where the material is already weak due to yielding.
Time-dependence of the composite yield stress, evolving-damage cases (Figure 11) indicates that small to moderate amounts of damage (Figure 11c .-f.) act to steady the system compared to the case with no damage (Figure 11a.-b. ). However, large amounts of weakening (Figure 11g .-h.) lead to episodic evolution associated with regional collapses of the lithosphere surrounding downwellings. These trends are borne out by the corresponding plot of time-variability vs. σ max (equation 12), shown in Figure 6d . From this figure, it is clear that moderate amounts of strain weakening greatly reduce system time-dependence compared to the reference case (plotted as circles), but that large amounts lead to even greater time-variability. Does SWTH or SRW improve plate quality? Figure  5d . shows how time-averaged plate diagnostics scale with σ max ., with the non-S*W* case plotted as circles for reference. Plateness is somewhat improved by the introduction of strain weakening, jumping from ~0.67 tõ 0.75. Curiously, the toroidal:poloidal ratio decreases with increased weakening. Mobility shows a slight increase.
Effect of domain size. Many of the cases seem to exhibit a planform which is strongly influenced by the shape of the box. Although, as discussed in Paper 1, the chosen aspect ratio may be similar to the "effective" aspect ratio of Earth's mantle, this is of concern because the Earth's mantle is a different shape, and so it is useful to consider how things are changed if the geometrical restriction is relaxed. For this purpose, a fairly plate-like case (with intermediate damage levels) was run in an aspect ratio 16 box (which is certainly a larger aspect ratio than Earth, but useful for theoretical guidance). The result, illustrated in Figure 10i ., seems to indicate that the character of the solution is robust, but that the exact planform is influenced by domain size. Two long, arcuate subduction zones wind their way around the box, with passive rifts filling in the gaps.
Asthenosphere and strain weakening together
How do the two types of rheological complexity considered here interact? A brief assessment of this is obtained by presenting two cases (Figure 12 ) which contain both an asthenosphere and strain weakening.
The first case (Figure 12a .-b.) combines a constant yield stress, melting viscosity reduction and strain rate weakening. Compared to the equivalent case with only MVR (Figure 1g .-j.), the convergent boundaries are weaker. Compared to the equivalent case with only SRW (Figure 9c.-d. ) the passive spreading centers are weaker and sharper. Plateness for this frame is 0.88, no better than the case with only MVR.
The second case (Figure 12c .-d.) combines a composite yield stress with depth-dependent viscosity and SRW. Compared to the equivalent case with only SRW (Figure 10b .) the spreading centers are much weaker and better defined, and compared to the case with only SRW (Figure 10h .) both spreading centers and convergent zones are improved.
In summary, when an asthenosphere and SRW are combined, the asthenosphere is dominant in weakening spreading centers, while SRW provides some additional weakening of downwellings. The overall plate quality is similar to that obtained with an asthenosphere only.
Toroidal and Poloidal Flow
The presented simulations display quite high R TP , usually within the range observed for Earth (0.3-0.5 [Lithgow-Bertelloni et al., 1993] ), despite the lack of pure transform boundaries. Paper 1 investigated the origin of this toroidal motion in terms of lid deformation, finding that all boundaries have some mixture of convergence/divergence and vertical vorticity, with toroidal motion associated with asymmetry in the planform. Some plates had significant rotation.
How does toroidal and poloidal motion partition deeper in the mantle? The expectation from previous results [Gable et al., 1991] is that toroidal motion should be maximum at the surface and decay into the mantle, particularly rapidly if the upper mantle is less viscous. This is investigated here for several cases. Figure 13 shows the depth-dependence of horizontally-averaged rms. poloidal and toroidal velocities for several cases, calculated for representative frames.
With a constant yield stress and no other complexity (Figure 13a .), toroidal motion (red line) is indeed maximum at the surface and decays into the mantle, although the decay occurs mostly in a restricted range of z (0.5-0.9) and is less than a factor of 2. The poloidal motion (green line) is largest at the surface and CMB and minimum in the center of the cell. Conversely, for constant-viscosity convection (blue line), the poloidal motion is maximum in mid-cell and lower at the surface and CMB (toroidal motion is zero). Why this difference? At the surface and CMB the poloidal motion is horizontal, whereas in mid-cell the poloidal motion is mostly vertical. This difference can thus be understood as a consequence of how the aspect ratio affects horizontal and vertical convective velocities. Due to conservation of mass, wide cells (aspect ratio > 1) lead to (mid-cell) vertical velocities which are lower than (surface) horizontal velocities, whereas narrow cells (aspect ratio < 1) lead to vertical velocities which are higher than horizontal velocities. The presented platelike cases have wide cells whereas constant viscosity convection (presented in Paper 1) has narrow 'cells'.
Melt-viscosity reduction introduces some important differences (Figure 13b. ). Increasing asthenospheric volume (lower T sol0 ) causes toroidal motion to increase at the surface but decrease at depth (red->orange->magenta curves), thus producing a larger drop-off of toroidal motion with depth. At T sol0 =0.4, toroidal motion decreases by a factor of ~4 with depth, with most of the decrease occurring in the z range 0.7-0.9, which is approximately the base of the low-viscosity region. This is consistent with the results of [Gable et al., 1991] . Increasing asthenospheric volume also leads to an increase in surface poloidal motion and a decrease in deep-mantle poloidal motion. As a result, toroidal:poloidal ratio does not increase. It appears that plate motion is increasingly decoupled from deep mantle motion as the asthenosphere becomes more pervasive, as expected.
Depth-dependent viscosity (Figure 13c .) only slightly modifies the depth-distribution of toroidal and poloidal motions. Toroidal motion now decreases with depth by, if anything, a smaller amount than before. Poloidal motion is now larger at the surface than the CMB, because of the lower viscosity at the surface. With evolving damage (Figure 13d .) both toroidal and poloidal components are larger at the surface than in the deep mantle.
In conclusion, toroidal motion is not restricted to shallow regions and there can be substantial deep-mantle toroidal motion, at least in these simple models. A greater, more realistic viscosity increase with depth is likely to reduce deep toroidal motion.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As in Paper 1 [Tackley, 2000b] , many of the presented cases display smoothly evolving plate-like behavior which is continuous in space and time, and bears some resemblance to Earth's plate tectonics. Some major successes of these models are the presence of very longwavelength flow with linear downwellings, the robust presence of passive spreading centers, and toroidal:poloidal ratios which are in the range observed for Earth (despite a lack of pure transform boundaries). Sometimes, single-sided subduction is observed although more commonly it is double-sided. This paper adds two rheological complexities to the model of Paper 1: an asthenosphere and strain weakening. Both are found to enhance the quality of plate-like behavior, in some cases, substantially. In this section the main findings are summarized, implications for Earth and other planets are discussed, and directions for future work are identified.
General Findings
Asthenosphere. Using a melting-viscosity-reduction (MVR) criterion (i.e., introducing an asthenosphere by reducing the viscosity by a factor of 10 where material reaches a solidus) dramatically improves plate quality, which is evident both visually and via the 'Plateness' diagnostic which jumps from ~0.7 to ~0.9. There is little difference in plate quality between models where this asthenosphere is restricted to the vicinity of spreading centers, and models where it forms a global, uppermantle-like layer, indicating that lubrication of spreading centers is the key process for improving plate behavior. Good, smoothly-evolving plate-like behavior is obtained over a wide range of yield stress values spanning an order of magnitude, unlike previous results where the best plate behavior occurred over a narrow range of yield strength. Quantitatively, plate like behavior was obtained between σ y =1.4x10 3 and 1.4x10 4 , scaling to between 17 and 170 MPa. It is possible that a negative feedback mechanism operates in this range: higher yield stress values result in slower plates hence higher internal temperatures, which then produces more melt-induced 'lubrication', speeding plates up again.
Bimodal stable solutions are obtained over a range of yield stresses, i.e., either immobile-lid or plate behavior may be obtained depending on initial condition. It appears that the thick global low-viscosity layer that forms under the rigid lid due to high temperatures prevents high enough stresses for lid breakage to occur. This finding could be very important for understanding planetary evolution.
By contrast, introducing an asthenosphere by using depth-dependent viscosity has a smaller effect on system behavior, at least for the factor of 10 increase considered here. With larger, more realistic depth-viscosity increases the effect would of course be greater, but the intent here is to compare the two methods using the same amount of viscosity change.
Strain weakening. Strain weakening plus timehealing (SWTH) and strain-rate weakening (SRW) lubricate both convergent zones and spreading centers, the former more so. At spreading centers, localization is improved but increasing prevalence of weakening leads to an increasingly complex network of spreading centers which fragment the plates in a manner resembling cracked glass. Convergent zones near downwellings are substantially weakened and widened, which can make downwellings highly episodic. Moderate amounts of strain weakening reduce time-variability, but large amounts can make the system more time-variable. SWTH or SRW do not lead to pure transform boundaries in these calculations, and seem to have little systematic effect on the toroidal:poloidal ratio, and only a moderate improvement effect on Plateness. Time-dependent damage evolution and instantaneous strain-rate weakening produce very similar results. In some cases with moderate weakening, single sided subduction is often observed.
Physical interpretation. Why is MVR much more effective in improving plate quality than purely depthdependent viscosity or SRW? A possible explanation for this is as follows: There is an imbalance between convergent plate boundaries and divergent plate boundaries (spreading centers)-convergent boundaries form and continue easily because of the localized buoyancy of downwellings, whereas passive spreading centers have difficulty in forming and continuing. Introducing depth-dependent viscosity everywhere affects convergent zones and spreading centers equally, and introducing strain weakening lubricates convergent zones more than spreading centers. Only melt-viscosityreduction lubricates spreading centers without affecting convergent zones. Thus, MVR is the most effective complexity in redressing the imbalance in forming and maintaining convergent and divergent plate boundaries. Although this appears to back up the finding of [Zhong et al., 1998 ], it must be noted that those authors were focusing on the lubrication of pure transform boundaries, whereas here the lubrication is of spreading centers.
Toroidal, Poloidal. The cases presented here and in Paper 1 show that regardless of which physical complexities are included, cases exhibiting good platelike behavior also display toroidal:poloidal ratios in the range observed for the Earth during the last 120 million years (0.3-0.5 [Lithgow-Bertelloni et al., 1993] ). Indeed, the addition of an asthenosphere or strain weakening does not appear to enhance the toroidal:poloidal ratio, and sometimes reduces it. Toroidal energy decreases with depth but the decrease seems to occur in a restricted depth interval and is only a factor of ~2 in the absence of an asthenosphere. An asthenosphere reduces deep-mantle toroidal motion and increases surface toroidal motion; however, it also enhances surface poloidal motion so the ratio is not much affected.
Implications for Earth and other planets
Earth vs. Venus. From these results is appears that the existence of a low-viscosity layer beneath oceanic plates plays a large role in facilitating Earth-like plate tectonics. Neither a global asthenosphere nor dramatic viscosity reduction seem necessary: a factor of 10 viscosity decrease restricted to the regions around spreading centers is sufficient, at least in the parameter range studied here. From this result it is tempting to hypothesize that a reason for Venus not having plate tectonics is the commonly-held belief that Venus does not have an asthenosphere, which is generally attributed to a lack of water [Kaula, 1994] . However, this interpretation must be treated with caution for the following reasons: (i) Even without melting there will still be a close approach of the venotherm to the dry solidus because the dry solidus has a steeper gradient than the adiabat. This should be sufficient to generate a limited asthenosphere. (ii) With rigid lid convection Venus' interior should heat up enough to exceed even the dry solidus at sub-lithospheric depths [Solomatov and Moresi, 1996] . (iii) The convection models in Paper 1 show that plate-like surface mobility can still occur with no asthenosphere, but it tends to be much more episodic. Another possibility from the present results is that Earth and Venus are simply an example of the observed bimodality of solutions: Venus is stuck in the immobile lid mode whereas Earth is stuck in the plate mode. However, it is probable that differences in lithospheric strength (rather than asthenospheric strength) is the key: the lack of water at the surface will dramatically increase both the crustal and lithospheric viscosity [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996] and the friction on faults due to an absence of pore pressure.
Horizontal wavelengths. In Paper 1 it was noted that all cases displaying mobile lithospheres also display a very long-wavelength pattern of downwellings and hence long-wavelength mantle heterogeneity. This finding also holds true for the cases presented in this paper. Previous studies without plates have suggested various mechanisms for creating long-wavelength heterogeneity in the mantle, particularly depth-dependent viscosity and/or other parameters Hansen et al., 1993] , continental motions [Gurnis and Zhong, 1991; Zhong and Gurnis, 1993] , and the endothermic phase transition at 660 km depth [Tackley, 1995; Tackley, 1996b; Tackley et al., 1993] . The results presented here and in Paper 1 seem to indicate that long-wavelength flow is a natural consequence of a mobile but highviscosity lid, with no other complexity being necessary. However, this needs to be verified for higher Rayleigh numbers and viscosity contrasts.
Model shortcomings. The most notable shortcomings of these models with respect to obtaining Earth-like dynamics (other than the obvious lack of continents) are the pervasiveness of double-sided (symmetric) subduction, and the lack of pure transform boundaries. Some discussion of this was presented in Paper 1. In the new results presented here it is interesting that (i) singlesided (asymmetric) subduction is common in some of the cases with strain-weakening, and (ii) ridge offsets are observed in some of the cases with melting-viscosity reduction, although the ridge offsets are not perfectly perpendicular to the ridge. These findings suggest directions for future investigation, although it may be that actual brittle failure at shallow depths is necessary to generate at least the spreading center transform faults.
Yielding vs. Strain Weakening
In these results, pseudo-plastic yielding with no strain weakening is effective in generating weak, localized plate boundaries. This seems contrary to expectations from previous modeling results [Bercovici, 1995; Bercovici, 1998; Tackley, 1998; Tackley, 2000a] , in which it appeared that self-lubricating (e.g., strain rate weakening) rheology was necessary to form plate tectonics in 3-D. It is possible to reconcile these apparently contradictory findings by noting that the earlier studies focused on the formation of transform boundaries as an essential component of plate behavior, whereas in the present results, plate-like behavior is obtained without pure transform boundaries being necessary. Thus, while self-lubrication is necessary for the formation of focused pure transform boundaries, focused pure transform boundaries are not (at the large scale) necessary for plate tectonics. A robust result from previous work is thus that some form of strain weakening is necessary to obtain transform boundaries, which leads to the question: Why don't transform boundaries form in the presented cases where strain weakening is included? Increasing the amount of strain weakening does not seem to help because this leads to high episodicity and runaway events (i.e., rapid collapse of large regions of the lithosphere near downwellings into the mantle). It is difficult to simultaneously get non-runaway downwellings and localized strike-slip boundaries. It could be that the damage evolution model does not adequately represent the important physics, including, perhaps, brittle failure.
The Persistence of Memory?
It is commonly argued that memory (historydependence) is essential in Earth's plate tectonic regime (for a summary of arguments see [Gurnis et al., 1999] ), with long-lived "pre-existing" zones of weakness guiding plate evolution. In the present results, however, firstorder plate-like behavior is obtained with an "instantaneous" rheological description, and when history-dependence is introduced in the form of evolving damage, it does not appear to make a first-order difference compared to an equivalent instantaneous parameterization. Thus, it is important to interpret this finding in the context of commonly-held ideas about the importance of memory.
The key point is probably that the presented models contain only oceanic lithosphere. On Earth, the oldest oceanic lithosphere is about 200 million years old; thus, the maximum memory timescale from oceanic plates is 200 million years. The 'effective' memory is probably less than this since pristine oceanic plates form at spreading centers and do not have much opportunity to build up deformation history until they reach subduction zones. These oceanic plates, which are strong and rigid enough to support the stress associated with 9 km high oceanic islands in their interiors, at subduction zones suddenly start deforming with an 'effective' viscosity which is almost as low as that of regular upper mantle material [Gurnis et al., 1999] . Thus, oceanic plates are an example of where memory is of little importance and an instantaneous rheological description is probably most appropriate, although an important exception to this may be the fracture zones.
The above-described processes are evident in the presented strain-weakening models: Substantial damage does not accumulate until the plate starts bending at a subduction zone (where the stress is at the yield value and strain rate is high), at which point it acts as an additional 'lubricant' (although the lubrication is somewhat suppressed because viscosity is truncated at 0.1 and subduction zones are already low-viscosity due to yielding). Damage produced in subduction zones tends to be immediately advected into the mantle. Thus, its effect is localized to that of lubricating downwelling zones rather than giving the system long-term memory. This may be reasonable for oceanic plates-long term memory on Earth is mainly associated with continental material.
Even in cases with purely instantaneously rheology, plate boundaries often persist over long time periods and always evolve continuously. They do not instantaneously appear and disappear out of nowhere in 1 timestep. New rifts or subduction zones take a finite amount of time to form and propagate, even in the highly time-dependent 'erratic' cases. Thus, the long-term persistence of certain plate boundaries on Earth is not a strong argument for the importance of memory, since plate boundaries can persist even with no explicit memory. Of course, the temperature field is a function of previous deformation history and thus gives the system a type of memory.
Future Directions
It is possible to make a long 'shopping list' of improvements that could be made to the present model, the most important of which may be the inclusion of continents (both crust and cratonic lithosphere), and the inclusion of actual brittle failure (not a parameterization using depth-dependent visco-plastic yielding) in the shallow region, which may be the behavior needed to obtain transform segments.
Various desired improvements to the rheological model include adding other deformation mechanisms that are known about (power-law dislocation creep, the Peierls mechanism), bringing rheological parameters such as activation energies closer to Earth-like (although this requires a more robust numerical solution scheme), as well as various complexities such as a viscosity increase after oceanic lithosphere loses its melt, which may help to make oceanic plates more rigid. Furthermore it will be necessary to include actual weakening mechanisms observed in nature, such as grain-size reduction. The use of a compressible rather than Boussinesq formulation would open the possibility of shear zone formation through viscous heating. A general problem with including mechanisms that lead to strong localization is that of resolving the resulting small-scale features, perhaps requiring techniques such as adaptive grid refinement.
A convective regime (heat flux and velocities) closer to Earth-like could be straightforwardly accomplished using higher resolution, and this is the subject of the next paper ('Paper 3', in preparation). Spherical geometry will ultimately be necessary, although preliminary results in spherical geometry [J. R. Baumgardner, personal communication, 1999] show results very similar to some of those reported here. The effects of the believed small fraction of basal heating (10-20%) may be important in some circumstances, such as initiating rifting.
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APPENDIX A: RESOLUTION TEST Since many of these cases contain very narrow features with very large viscosity contrasts, it is natural to ask whether the numerical resolution is sufficient, or whether it may be affecting the results in some way. To investigate this, two of the cases were run at a series of additional resolutions, namely 16x16x4, 32x32x8, 64x64x16, and 256x256x64 (the standard resolution was 128x128x32). Surface deformation results for one case (the 'strain-weakening' case with composite y =1.4x10 4 ) are presented in Figure 14 , with scaling of plate diagnostics indicated in Figure 14f .
Comparing the double resolution version (Figure 14a .) with the standard resolution case (Figure 14b .), reveals little change, suggesting that the standard resolution is sufficient. Degrading the resolution by a factor of 2 (Figure 14c .) results in little change to the overall pattern, but weak zones now appear to be have gridlimited widths and often follow the grid directions. Remarkably, plate-like behavior is still obtained even with a further factor of 2 reduction (to 32x32x8), but the solution certainly looks grid-limited. The solution is 'lost' with a final factor of 2 reduction (to 16x16x4). Diagnostics of plate behavior (Figure 14f .) are roughly constant with resolution except for at the extremely coarse grid.
In conclusion, the general character of plate-like behavior, and quantitative values of global diagnostics, are reproduced on amazingly coarse grids, as little as 1/4 the resolution of the standard grid used in this paper. 'Challenged' resolution is indicated by weak zones 1 cell wide which follow grid lines. Figure 14
